Correlated functional and structural analysis of enteric neural circuits.
Views about the roles and nature of the enteric nervous system have changed dramatically in the last ten years. This system of neurons is recognized to control, through reflex pathways intrinsic to the gut wall, motility, transport of water and electrolytes, and blood flow in the small and large intestines. There are thus a range of neuron types in the enteric nervous system, including sensory neurons, motor neurons, and interneurons, involved in the control of each of these functions. The present paper deals with the recent efforts to provide an integrated functional and structural description of the nerve circuits. One of the challenges in this quest has been to identify primary sensory neurons and final motor neurons involved in motility control. Evidence is presented that in the guinea-pig small intestine the primary sensory neurons have Dogiel type II morphology and are, electrophysiologically, AH neurons. They send circumferential processes to adjacent myenteric ganglia and some of them, at least, have processes leading from the mucosa. Motor neurons are S neurons, with cell bodies in the myenteric plexus. Those that supply the circular muscle are Dogiel type I neurons and provide processes that run circumferentially for about one third of the circumference of the intestine. The circuits for secretomotor reflexes have been partly worked out. The secretomotor neurons have cell bodies in the submucous ganglia and are activated to return water and electrolytes to the lumen during digestion. The secretomotor reflexes are regulated, in accord with whole body water and electrolyte homeostasis, via sympathetic neurons which lower the excitability of secretomotor neurons.